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1. Introduction
OUR VISION

WE ARE THE LEADING VOICE OF THE RESILIENCE PROFESSION

OUR

To support members working within the resilience profession.

PURPOSE
OUR THEMES/
PRIORITIES

1. Professional Standards & Learning
Education, Qualifications, Skills, Competence, Research,
Experience, Learning Pathways.
Professional Code of Conduct, Ethics, Influence Policy,
Standards, Doctrine.

2. Collaboration
Partnerships, Communities of Interest, Professional
Networks/groups, Branches.
Shared Services.

3. Events
Learning, Good Practice, Skills, Innovation, Sharing,
Networking.

4. Communications & Digital Enhancement
Digital, Tools, Website, Marketing, Communications,
Customer Focused.

5. Business Administration & Financial Management
Management of the Business, Governance, Contracts,
Income Generation, Commercially Minded, Financial
Management, Member Benefits.
OUR VALUES

We will continuously seek to improve our services
We will act with honesty and integrity, promote equality and
tackle discrimination and disadvantage
We will act responsibly and be accountable for our actions.
We will do what we say and do it well.
We will acknowledge when we get things wrong.
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1.1

Background
The Emergency Planning EPS (EPS) was created in 1993 through the merger
of the Emergency Planning Association and the County Emergency
Planning Officers’ Society (“CEPO”). Since 1993 the EPS has been a driving
force in the world of resilience. Through regular consultation with the
Government the EPS has provided a voice for its members to influence
change at the highest level. This was brought to the fore early in 2000 when
the national review of emergency planning resulted in the first piece of
new UK emergency legislation for more than 50 years - the Civil
Contingencies Act 2004.
The EPS became a company limited by guarantee in December 2003
While the emergency planning and resilience profession has seen a
number of changes and challenges over the past two decades, including
the introduction of new legislation, the mission of the EPS has remained
consistent. The EPS is committed to furthering the professional interests of
our members and providing a forum for studying and disseminating good
practice within the field.

1.2

Aim and Objectives

1.2.1 Aim
The aim of this handbook is to provide Branch Executives with clear and
consistent guidance on how to manage their branch in line with the EPS’s
Articles of Association and Bylaws.

1.2.2 Objectives
The objectives of this handbook are to:
• Provide consistent guidance to Branch Executives on how to conduct
EPS business at Branch level.
• Act as a single point of reference document regarding branch conduct
and governance of the EPS.
• Provide greater clarity of and a unified approach to structure across
branches but not detracting from what works for each branch area.
• Provide a guide to the roles and responsibilities of the Branch Executive.
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1.

Governance

2.1

Underpinning Documents for Governance Arrangements
A number of documents have been prepared which support the Branch
Handbook, a summary of key documents outlining their purpose is detailed
below to assist Branch Executive in the running of their Branch.

2.1.1 Articles of Association
All limited companies must have Articles of Association which form the
legal business entity. These set out the rules by which company officers
must manage the company. The EPS Articles of Association can be found
on the EPS website.

2.1.2 Bylaws
The Bylaws have been prepared to support the Articles of Association and
outline how the EPS will operate and are lodged on the website.

2.1.3 Financial Regulations and Procedures 2005
The EPS Financial Regulations and Procedures 2005 outline fiscal
arrangements in place. Any queries regarding the financial arrangements
should be referred to the Finance Director finance.director@the-eps.org.uk

buy

2.1.4 Expenses Policy
The EPS travel and subsistence policy provides details of the principles, rules
and procedures relating to travel and subsistence, official entertainment,
taxable travel and miscellaneous expenses. A copy of the Expenses Policy
can be found on the EPS website. Any queries regarding the financial
arrangements should be referred to the Finance Director finance.director@the-eps.org.uk

2.2

Branch Rules
Branch Rules have been agreed and can be found in the Bylaws.

2.3

Members Benefits
A Members’ Brochure has been produced which details benefits for
members and is available via the website.
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2.

EPS Structures

3.1

Board of Directors
The Board of Directors is the body which has collective and corporate
responsibility for governance and providing leadership to the EPS. It is also
responsible for ensuring the EPS and its members fulfil it stated objectives
and act in accordance with its Bylaws and Articles of Association.
The Board of Directors consists of a:
• Chair
• Vice Chair
• Director of Finance
• Director Governance
• Director Professional Working Groups:
• Director Branches & Communications:
• Director Events
• Director Professional Standards & Learning
• Director of Projects
Further information with regard to Director’s Portfolio’s can be found on
the website. Not all posts are filled at all times.

3.2

National Operational Committee (NOC)
NOC is made up of the Branch Chairs, chaired by Director of Branches, its
purpose is to represent EPS members through integration and engagement
with the Board and contribute to effective and appropriate governance
and oversight of EPS activities. NOC’s key objectives are:
To support and assist with the delivery of the Emergency Planning EPS’s
corporate strategy.
To provide a support forum for Branch Chairs to discuss issues, share ideas
and promote best practice.
To provide a mechanism for members to advise, influence and raise issues
to the Board of Directors.
To act as a “critical friend” to the Board, holding them to account on
behalf of their decisions and actions where appropriate.
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3.2.1 NOC Responsibilities
In supporting the delivery of the EPS’s Strategy, NOC will:
• Proactively contribute to the development of an annual business plan
for the EPS.
• Promote a positive and constructive working environment for the
delivery of services to members.
• Provide advice and support to the Board on progress of their strategic
intentions and associated issues.
• Provide Branches with a forum in which key issues may be tabled,
discussed and brought to the Board’s attention where necessary.
• Work with the Board as appropriate, offering advice and feedback on
the EPS’s development at all levels of the Society.
• Ensure that Branches are working in a consistent way that meets the
requirements of the EPS’s policies and procedures.
• Ensure that NOC and Branches contribute effectively to the
development of the EPS.

4.

Branch Structures

4.1

Introduction
Branches have been established on a regional basis with a view to
conducting the business of the EPS at a local level. A list of Branches can
be found at Appendix A. The local Branch structure provides a focal point
for activity in which the majority of members can participate. An active
Branch is the prime channel by which members can let their views and
ideas be known, particularly when many members can neither spend the
time nor get approval to attend centrally organised events. It is also
through the post of the Branch Chair that members can raise issues with
NOC and the Board of Directors.

4.2

Role of the Branch Executive
The purpose of the Branch Executive is to harness the expertise of the
Branch Members and explore current and ongoing issues both within the
Profession and within the EPS. It is essential that the Branch Executive steers
Branch activities and events to ensure vitality and effectiveness of the
Branch. It is up to each Branch Executive to determine frequency of
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Branch Executive meetings. Guidance on how these should be managed
is provided in the Branch Rules. Each Branch is governed by Branch Rules
and the EPS’s Bylaws for the running of the Branch. Each Branch should
prepare an annual Business Plan that dovetails with the EPS’s Strategic
Plan.

4.2.1 Roles within the Branch Executive
Each Branch will be responsible for agreeing their Branch Executive but
suggested roles may include:
• Branch Chair
• Vice Chair
• Treasurer
• Secretary
• Other tasks such as web page updating, events organising may also be
considered to assist in the delivery of branch business planning

4.2.2 The Role of the Branch Chair
The role of the Branch Chair will be to:
• Establish the Branch Executive ensuring that it meets to direct and coordinate the activities of the Branch.
• In consultation with the Branch Executive and Branch Members set
targets and or objectives for the Branch, in conjunction with EPS business
and prepare an annual Branch Business Plan.
• If unable to attend in person, organise for a representative to attend
NOC meetings on behalf of the Branch ensuring full communication with
Branch Members of the agenda and papers in advance of the meeting
and provide post meeting updates to Branch Members.
• Chair Branch meetings.
• Encourage the sharing of information and knowledge across the Branch
Members and where appropriate the holding of workshops.
• Liaise with committee and branch members to identify and nominate
members who you feel should be awarded Fellow status.
• Encourage members to complete CPD points – CPD records that are
kept up to date will generate sufficient points to support the upgrade
process.
• Cascade information provided by NHQ
EPS Branch handbook v0.8
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• Complete events diary on the website (forward to NHQ)
• Share information, notes etc case studies, lessons from events held within
the branch with NHQ for publishing on the website.
• Encourage members to share news stories etc for publishing in Resilience
Magazine.
• Support promotion of any national events.
• Promote the Professional Code of Conduct and ensure members have
read and understood the content.
• Undertake an induction/orientation for new members - this may include
appointing a buddy or mentor

4.2.2 Role of the Vice Chair
The role of the Vice Chair is to support the Branch Chair in his / her
responsibilities and where appropriate deputise in his / her absence.

4.2.3 Role of the Treasurer
The role of the Treasurer is to:
• Ensure that the Branch accounts are kept up-to-date and monies paid
in / out appropriately.
• Adhere to the requirements laid down in the EPS Financial Regulations
and Procedures 2005.
• Provide Branch financial reports to the Finance Director, to the Branch
and Board of Directors as required.

4.2.4 Role of the Secretary
The role of the Secretary is to:
• Ensure Membership records are kept up-to-date.
• Arrange Branch meetings and provide administrative support to the
branch.
• Ensure information is disseminated to Branch Members.
• Arrange for any branch events to be published in the events area on the
website.

4.3

EPS Bylaws
The EPS Bylaws detail overall operating procedures to support the Articles

of Association.
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4.3.1 Branch Rules
Branch Rules can be found in the EPS Bylaws and detail how Branches
operate.

4.3.2 Branch Annual General Meeting (AGM)
Prior to the EPS’s Annual General Meeting, each branch shall hold an
Annual General Meeting where Branch Executive Committee will be
elected for the ensuing year. The process is outlined in the Branch Rules
and will follow structures detailed in the Articles of Association and Bylaws.

4.4

Branch Business Plan
The EPS has a Strategic Business Plan and the Branches will support the
implementation of the EPS’s Business Plan. A template for a Branch
Business Plan can be found at Appendix B. Each Branch will complete a
Business Plan which will link into NOC’s Business Plan and also help inform
the EPS’s Risk Register.

4.4.1 Branch Funds
Each Branch shall receive an annual standard grant and Branch funds will
then be “topped-up” by an amount agreed by the Board of Directors per
paid-up member rate as of end of March annually. Branch Funds are
based on paid members per branch as at 31st March each year and
automatically transferred into their account held at head office. The
amount is currently £3,50 per member + £200. These funds are available for
each branch to use until such time as the branch no longer requires the
funds or in exceptional circumstances if the Board feel it is appropriate to
do so.

4.4.2 Financial Assistance
A Branch may apply to the Board for additional financial support from EPS
funds for a special project or event that would contribute to the
furtherance of the EPS's objectives. The business case should be in the form
of a written submission to the Finance Director by the Branch Treasurer, with
the knowledge and endorsement of the Branch Chair. The business case
should identify the aims and purposes, the modus operandi, the required
financial support, the state of the Branch funds at the time of the
application and the expected benefits. The decision whether, and if so at
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what level, to provide financial support will be determined by the Board.
See Appendix C for the Business Case Template.

4.5

Branch Membership

4.5.1 Membership Records
See Appendix E – Web training for information on accessing membership
records.

4.5.2 New Members
As new members join the EPS, an email alert is sent to the nominated
Branch lead for new members. A welcome email or letter should be sent
on behalf of the Branch, a suggested template or list of contents is
attached at Appendix D. It may be useful to provide some
induction/orientation for new members with regard to the website, branch
information, history and heritage behind the society/legacy, (a welcome
video and slides containing all of this information will be available soon). If
felt useful perhaps a buddy to provide some support and guidance to the
new member.

4.5.3 Branch Communication
It is essential to ensure members are given as much information as possible.
Currently an all members email is circulated as and when appropriate
updating or informing members. Branch Chairs should ensure dialogue is
maintained with their branch members.

4.5.4 Webpages
It is important to ensure Branch Pages are kept up-to-date. A copy of the
web training procedure can be found at Appendix E. This includes how to
add events, and resources.

4.5.5 Branch Events
Branches will hold at least one annual workshop, normally linked to their
AGM, and where possible excursions, visits to professional places of interest,
workshops and seminars - these events are organised by the Branch
Executive Committee. Central Office may be able to assist with marketing
via the All member email, management of bookings and travel / hotel
arrangements for guest speakers.
Where possible and appropriate there is an expectation that all events will
be financially profitable or at least break even.
EPS Branch handbook v0.8
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Branches may apply to the Finance and Branch Directors for initial funding
to assist in the planning and any prepayments that are required for the
event, but these will be paid back to the central budget account after the
event.
Any Branches organising events will maintain full and appropriate budget
accounts and will submit as part of their annual budget report to the
Board.

4.5.6 Branch Updates to Boards
Members are represented on the Board by the Chair and Vice Chair of
NOC. A Branch update will be prepared and circulated to the Board of
Directors with the meeting documentation. This is usually at the face-toface meetings bi-monthly with a brief verbal update at Board
teleconferences. The template to be completed by Branch Chairs and
submitted to the Chair of NOC can be found at Appendix F.

4.5.7 Representations on behalf of the EPS
Guidance on representing the EPS can be found in the EPS Bylaws and
Code of Professional Conduct
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Appendix A – Branches
Click on the Branches to link to the relevant page or use https://www.theeps.org/branches/ if not viewing this document electronically.

East Midlands
Eastern
International

London
North Western
Northern
Northern Ireland
Republic of Ireland (Affiliate)
Scottish
South Eastern
South Western
Southern
Welsh
West Midlands
Yorkshire & the Humber
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Appendix B – Branch Business Plan
XXX Branch Business Plan
No.

Task

Detail
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Reference EPS

Date complete /

Strategic Plan

comments

Appendix C. Business Case/ Funding Bid
Please find below a suggested template that can be used for any business cases or
funding bids. Please note not every heading will be relevant please delete as
required.
Name of Event/project
Name of Branch
Date of event (if relevant)
Location
Description of event/project
Reason

The problem, need, opportunity

Brief description of the Aims &
Objectives of the event/project
The options that were considered

What competing options have you
considered?

The benefits & values to be derived

The benefits that will be gained from
undertaking the event/project ie raise
profile, CPD, learning, partnership
working, strengthen position in the
external market, good networking
opportunity, more efficient way of
doing things etc.

Risks

Risks associated with the development
and completion.

Timescale

Approx timescales involved with
development and implementation. (if
relevant to resources or costs)

Anticipated Costs including VAT:

Any associated costs. Including detail
as far as individual task/activity costs.

Additional Information:
Name of Individual who has completed
this form
Official Use only:
EPS Branch handbook v0.8
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Date Approved
Amount Agreed
Signed:

Date:

Role/Job Title
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Appendix D – New Members Welcome Letter
Dear Member
Welcome to the X Branch
Congratulations, we have confirmed with the EPS’s Head Office that you are now a
member of our branch. May I offer you a warm welcome on behalf of your Branch.
The X Branch has approximately X members and covers the area of X and aims to
promote professional development, discussion and the sharing of best practice
amongst those working within emergency planning, resilience, business continuity,
education and other related fields, as well as those who simply have an interest in
the subject.
Our members come from a wide range of backgrounds and experience, including
local government, the Emergency Services, health, the voluntary sector, private
industry, education and consultancy. The Branch Executive Committee actively
encourage members to get involved in all areas of their Branch; we host a
balanced programme of events to help enhance member’s continuous
development, which includes visits and workshops, and an AGM held every year.
It is important for your own development to keep informed of Branch and wider EPS
activities by regularly referring to the main EPS website at www.the-eps.org/ then
look for the X branch pages. Attached to this letter is a copy of the Branch Executive
members, and the EPS Bylaws.
You can contact your Branch Executive anytime via email…

EPS Branch handbook v0.8
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Appendix E Editing EPS Branch Webpages
1.

2.
3.

To make changes to a branch web page first login to the EPS website using your
branch admin account details. (https://www.the-eps.org/login/)
Short cut to all EPS web pages - https://www.the-eps.org/wpadmin/edit.php?post_type=page
Go to ‘Pages’ and then select your branch web page from the page listings.
Select ‘Edit’.
Each branch web page is built using the DIVI Page Builder. You can control the
members within, branch tabbed information custom messages you wish to
appear. Making changes can be made by accessing the ‘cog / settings’
symbol as shown below.

DIVI layouts comprise of rows and columns. The grey column acts as your
content area. Please update by selecting the ‘cog / settings’ symbol.
Once selected, you will be presented with a pop up edit box as shown below.
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The pop up editor allows for changes to content. When completed, select the
‘Green tick’ button on the far right.
To permanently commit your change please publish your content by selecting
‘Update’.

Understanding the DIVI Builder
The DIVI Builder tool is a drag and drop tool to help update and create new
content. You can move, customize, clone and delete page builder boxes.
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Creating > Posts / News
To create a new post or news item simply locate the post area once you are
logged in > https://www.the-eps.org/wp-admin/edit.php
Select ‘Add New’ as shown below to begin creating your content.

Next enter a descriptive title that best describes your news item along with the
body content as shown below:

You can use the text editor to format your information, bold text, align and add
in links. Use the ‘Add Media’ option to insert media image files.
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Next, enter a short description in the ‘Excerpt box’. Note, you cannot format the
text here.

The next step is to add in an image and tag your news item as shown below.
Tagging is a useful activity if you are running a series of similar news stories.
Adding images should be in either .JPG or .PNG format and no larger than 2mb.
The recommended file size is 1920px wide by 1080px. Anything smaller may
pixelate.
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The final step is to assign a category and then Publish. Note, that all posts / news
item should not have their format changed. Leave on ‘Standard’.
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Adding > Events
To create a latest event both with unlimited or for ticket purchase you can begin
by going to Event listing section here https://www.the-eps.org/wpadmin/edit.php?post_type=tribe_events
Next, select ‘Add New’. Enter a clear descriptive title and then create a event
description.
Within the second step you will need to complete basic event calendar options.
You can enter:
• Start / End dates using the date picker or select ‘All Day Event’.
• Choose a location, create a venue or show location on map.
• Add organiser.

If you need to add a ticket there is final option called ‘Tickets’.
Enter the ‘Type’ which will display the Ticket Name. Apply a price and set the
number of tickets that are available for the event. To complete select ‘Save
ticket’.

The final step is to select Publish.
When your event has been published its important to test and check your
content in live. Events will appear on this section https://www.the-eps.org/events
EPS Branch handbook v0.8
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Adding > Documents
To upload a document available for member access you can do this by
accessing the ‘Downloads’ section (https://www.the-eps.org/wpadmin/edit.php?post_type=wpdmpro).
The ‘Downloads’ section provides secure files to all EPS members, once you
have uploaded a new file please check under your members profile in the My
Account area.
To add a new document select ‘Add New’. In the same process as creating
news / events, enter a File Name Title.
Enter a short description explaining what the document covers.

The final step is to ‘Upload, Browse or apply a URL link’ to your document using
the toolbar in the right column.
Once you have uploaded your document select the ‘category’ best suited and
then ‘Publish’.
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File types: before you upload your content please make sure that its in .Doc /
.PDF or XML formats. Its ideal to name all files in lower case with hyphens for
spacing. Certain browsers may fail to open a file if poorly formatted.

Members – it is currently not possible for Branches to download membership
details please contact Head Office on info@the-eps.org and this will be sent to
you
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Appendix F - Branch Update Template
Emergency Planning EPS – Branch Report
Branch Name

Period of Report
Author of Report

Update on Branch

Comments about Branch ex meetings, vacancies

Executive

Progress report on Branch

Update on any business planning work for the Branch

Business Plan Actions

/ NOC or other groups your branch is involved in

Update on Branch Events /

Have any events / networking / meetings taken

Activities that have taken

place?

place

Any feedback to national consultations?

Update on planned Branch

What events are planned?

Events

Have the dates been loaded to the EPS website?

Statement on Branch

Expenditure / accounting issues if any

Accounting (if relevant)

EPS Website

Are your Branch web pages up-to-date?
Have any of your members raised any issues about
the website that need to be dealt with?
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Branch News

What’s happening across your Branch area in the
resilience agenda?
News about branch members and organisations
across the area.
Is there any news from across the branch that would
be worthwhile writing an article for Resilience
Magazine?

Suggestions for webinars

Looking across your branch area and recent activity
are there any suggestions for future webinars?

Suggested training /

Have there been any suggestions that your members

workshops for future EPS

have raised that could be put to the Events Director

events

for consideration on a national / regional basis?
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Appendix G - Continued Professional Development
Please note
The CPD scheme is currently being up-dated and more information including FAQ
will be included within the next edition of the handbook as well as being made
available electronically via the website. The update will include being able to
record CPD hours equating to points.

CPD FAQs
1.

What is Continued Professional Development?

“Continuing professional development (CPD) is the intentional maintenance and
development of the knowledge and skills needed to perform in a professional
context. This could mean honing current skills, it could mean developing them to a
new level, or it could mean learning new ones that will allow an employee’s job role
to expand or prepare them for potential promotion.” The CPD Standards Office
Tracking and documenting the skills, knowledge and experience gained both
formally and informally provides a record of what individuals experience, learn
and then apply.
2.

Why should I join the CPD Scheme?
Recent incidents have shown that there is a growing interest by stakeholders in
the resilience professionals’ level of skills, competence, knowledge and
experience. The CPD scheme provides the ability to evidence that the required
level of skills, competence, experience and knowledge are maintained and
developed through a formal process.
There has been a renewed focus on CPD, as professional bodies seek to
evidence their quality assurance systems
All our members with the exception of retired members are required to accrue a
certain number of CPD points as part of the quality assurance for membership.
Members require a minimum of 40 points in a year
CPD points earned will count towards any upgrade to member.

3.

How to collect CPD points.
The Scheme operates through the CPD portal on the EPS website. This creates a
single access point for members to link into their own personal on-line record.
The on-line area is secure, safe, simple and easy to use. It can be accessed
anywhere and at any-time. As it is an on-line system there is no paperwork, no
need to post portfolios. It is simple to monitor and audit. Once completed all
personal records can be printed and can act as a record of evidence of CPD.
We are currently developing an APP for SMART phones that will allow members
to access and update individual CPD records.
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3.

Awarding points
The CPD scheme is a self-biased system which allows members to assess the
value of each activity to your own personal development and future pathway.
CPD Activities include the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Short courses, workshops, seminars, webinars or similar events where active
contributions/exchange of views is required.
Conferences and exhibitions, or similar events which promote understanding
of new initiatives and change in organisations and the professional
Professional activities and meetings which broaden and develop the
individual e. g. specialist group activities, incident response, group and
committee meetings, producing articles, commentary and reviews.
Emergency response and recovery, briefing debriefing, review and
evaluation, lessons identified and learned, plan development and
implementation, development of processes and procedures.
Disseminating knowledge: publishing papers and articles, addressing
conferences and seminars and part time lecturing
Post qualification studies which are assessed and lead to some form of
certification, i.e. diplomas, higher degrees and other professional
qualifications.
Personal study which enhances knowledge, skills and understanding i.e.
reading professional journals, learning new job skills, developing skills such as
chairmanship and mentoring, research, self-directed learning
Learning that may not be listed within the competences however are part of
professional development

PLEASE NOTE: Branches can apply for CPD points for any event/meeting they
hold.
4.

Can I claim points for completing a personal development plan (PDP)?
Yes. In each 3 year cycle, you can claim up to 3 points for completing your
Personal Development Plan i.e. one point per year.

5.

How do I allocate points?
The CPD Scheme is based on honest self- reflection.
Many events and learning activities will show the maximum number of points
that can be claimed however it is up to each individual member to
evaluate and reflect on what level of learning and development they have
achieved from attendance.
It should also be noted that learning and development comes not only from
successes but also from tasks/actions situations that either have not been
completed successfully or can be improved provides evidence of development
through reflection and evaluation therefore CPD points can be awarded.
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6.

How do I book a CPD event on the website?
Click on Events and choose the one you would like to attend. The system will
then show details of the event including the number of CPD points available.
Once your booking is confirmed the points will be added to your running total
automatically.

7.

How do I claim CPD points for an article or journal I have read?
Points should be awarded depending on the level of development you feel you
have achieved mapped against the relevant competence. If you feel the
article is relevant to more than one of the competence areas then you would
allocate points to each area depending on level of development you feel you
have achieved.

8.

How do I claim points for research carried out?
After logging in, click on ‘My CPD.’
Go to ‘Add a CPD Entry.’
Input Title.
Select between 1 and 3 Core Competences from dropdown box.
Enter text in ‘Description’
Enter number of points awarded as per self-reflection. See CPD Points Guide
display box. Click ‘Submit.’

9.

How do I claim points for internal employment development?
After logging in, click on ‘My CPD.’
Go to ‘Add a CPD Entry.’
Input Title.
Select between 1 and 3 Core Competences from dropdown box.
Enter text in ‘Description’
Enter number of points awarded as per self-reflection. See CPD Points Guide
display box. Click ‘Submit.’

10. How will I know how many CPD points I have?
Every time you record points they will be added to a running total. This will
always appear on the right hand side of your CPD page.
11. Can I print out a summary of my CPD record?
Yes. Click on to ‘View Your CPD History now’ to see the points in your current
CPD Cycle. To obtain a print out of your CPD record click on ‘Download Cycle
History.’
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12. Can I transfer surplus points across to my next CPD cycle?
No. Even if you have earned more than the required number points you cannot
transfer any surplus over to the next CPD cycle.
13. Will my CPD be audited?
Yes. CPD records will be audited by members of the Society’s Membership &
Development Committee. Members will be selected randomly at regular
intervals. By this principle of random audit the Society can determine the types
of CPD members are undertaking, ensuring that the Scheme retains credibility
and development value, along with evidence of compliance.
The Scheme provides for feedback to members following any record check and
you will be informed prior to any audit.
14. Updating your record
To update your CPD record you have to make an entry on the EPS website.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Log in to the members section of the website.
Click on “My CPD”.
Go to Add a CPD Entry and click on “Add a CPD Entry”.
Complete the boxes:

•
•
•
•
•

Enter title of CPD event.
Select up to three core competences from the drop-down list.
Write a description of the event.
Enter the date of the event.
Enter the number of CPD points allocated for the event.

15. Amending your records
To amend your CPD record you have to view your CPD History on the EPS
website.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Log in to the members section of the website.
Click on “My CPD”.
Go to Your CPD CYCLE and click on “Download CPD History”.
Go to the relevant entry and double click on the box to be amended.
Amend the details in the box and save the document.
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Learning

CPD hours and points

Method

allocation

Formal Learning

A structured course of training sessions where the provider awards credit after
Up to 1 point for every hour
successfully completing some form of assessment including exam (practical or
written) or graded assignment, reflective logs, evidence of achievement of
(1 hour of CPD per hour)
objectives outlined within learning log, educational course, accredited training.
Structured course. Activities not directly included within the competence
Not including any breaks
framework but support professional development that are accredited.
Informal Learning Broader category includes, events, seminars, conferences, workshops, meetings, Up to 1 point for every 2
debriefs, exercises, review and evaluation, lessons identified and learned etc self hours of activity
directed (including reading paper/journals/case studies/reports, online research
etc). Activities not directly included within the competence framework
(1 hour of CPD per 2 hours
however support professional development but don’t have any form of
of activity)
accreditation, assessment etc.
Not including breaks
Small Degree of development
20%
Total Points
Formal Learning
Moderate degree of development
50%
Total Points
Informal Learning Good degree of development
100%
Total Points
Theories and Concepts in Emergency Management
Anticipate and assess the risk of emergencies
Plan for emergencies
To earn CPD points your learning must be
Plan for business continuity
directly relevant to the resilience agenda
Validate emergency or business continuity plan
and address one or more of the
Communicate with the community to enhance resilience
competency areas:
Manage response to emergencies
Manage the recovery from emergencies
Act effectively across your organisation
Co-operate with other organisations
Debrief after an emergency, exercise or other activity
Manage computer generated data to support decision making
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APPENDIX H Membership
Type

Description

Entitlements

Student

Student membership is open
to those who are engaged
in full-time study related to
the field of emergency
planning, disaster
management or a resilience
related role.

Student Members are not
entitled to vote or stand for
office within the Society, There
is no post nominal attached
to this level of membership.

Associate

This is the normal entry level
for people wishing to join
the Society with less than 3
years’ experience of
working within a
professional, management
or operational capacity,
whether full or part-time, in
an emergency planning,
disaster management or
resilience related role. All
Associates are entitled to

Contribute to the Aims &
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Objectives of the society.
Voting rights within the
Society
Eligible to stand for office at
Branch level.
Post-nominal of AEPS
(Associate Member of the
Emergency
Planning Society) .
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Scoring

There is an expectation that all members
will undertake to continually update their
professional competencies, this will be
achieved by the completion of 3 year CPD
cycle. If the CPD points recorded are
deemed as achieving the required
evidence for upgrade (500) associate will
upgrade automatically.

Member

Fellow

Full Member status will be
achieved by demonstrating
at least three years’
experience in an
emergency planning,
disaster management or
resilience related role, or
completing a formal period
of study at a recognised
academic institution, with
an additional one year in
the job experience.
Associate members who
have been with the Society
for 3 years or more will be
asked to present evidence
via CPD or if insufficient via
the application process.

Members are entitled to full
voting rights and are eligible
to stand for office at Branch,
Board and Council levels.
Members are entitled to the
post- nominal of MEPS
(Member of the Emergency
Planning Society) .

Applicants are asked to provide evidence
of
Minimum of
500 Points to achieve membership level via
CPD or an application of evidence
matched to 6 out of 12 competences.

Fellowship of the society is an
honour bestowed upon
Emergency Planning Society
members in recognition of:

Fellows of the Society have
full voting rights and are
eligible to stand for office at
Branch, Board and Council
levels. It is anticipated that
Fellows will engage fully with
the Society to meet its aim
and objectives, they may be
approached to give advice
and guidance or to act as a
mentor to other less

Nominees must have 10 years experience
within the resilience field and must be a
member of the society.

•

•

Outstanding and
significant contribution to
the Emergency Planning
Society
Outstanding and
significant contribution
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Minimum Score of 1500
As far as significant contribution.

•

•
•

•

Honorary
Fellow

Retired

Community during an
emergency
Outstanding
accomplishments in both
professional career and
service to the Emergency
Planning Society
Outstanding and
significant research within
the resilience field
Renowned within
resilience field in
education, learning and
development
A significant contribution
to, and/or a strong
connection with the
vision and mission of the
Society.

experience members of the
Society. Fellows are entitled
to the post-nominal of FEPS
(Fellow of the Emergency
Planning Society).

Honorary Fellow status is
conferred on an individual who
is not a member or no longer a
member (retired)of the society,
in recognition of their
outstanding and significant
contribution and or
achievement in the resilience
field.

Honorary Fellows are not
entitled to vote or stand for
office with the Society, but
are entitled to the postnominal HFEPS (Honorary
Fellow of the Emergency
Planning Society).

Members, on retirement,
may apply to the Board for

Retired Members do not have
the right to vote or stand for
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transfer to the category of
Retired
Member.
Such
transfer shall be approved
automatically, unless the
Board, by a majority vote of
the
Directors,
decides
otherwise.

office within the Society, but
retain the right to the postnominal to which they were
previously entitled.

Applications for membership of the Emergency Planning Society is evidence-based against the Society’s core competencies.
(Copy of the Scoring Matrix is included below)
Core
Competence
Framework

Upgrade to
Membership

Theories and Concepts in Emergency Management
Anticipate and assess the risk of emergencies
Plan for emergencies
Plan for business continuity
Validate emergency or business continuity plan
Communicate with the community to enhance resilience
Manage response to emergencies
Manage the recovery from emergencies
Act effectively across your organisation
Co-operate with other organisations
Debrief after an emergency, exercise or other activity
Manage computer generated data to support decision making
The undernoted is provided as examples of how points are awarded. This is not an exhaustive list but provides some
ideas of how points are allocated. Each item of evidence provided is measured against each competence. The
assessors may allocate points for items of evidence that match more than one competence even if it is only listed
against one competence.
The number of points that are allocated will depend on:
Timescale involved and role.
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Developed a plan, risk assessment, training, exercise, academic papers,
research
Editor, Developer, Manager, Project Lead, Officer, Co-ordinator,
administrator, author
Delivered training, exercises
Trainer/facilitator/teacher/lecturer, author

Up to 10 Points

Up to 10 Points
Up to 10 Points

Implemented a Plan, review and evaluate, consult and collaborated
Attended learning event and evidence of learning, achieved qualification

Up to 10 Points

Develop and share information –
Collaborator, developer, editor, author

Up to 10 Points

Undertaken Research
Editor, columnist, author

Up to 10 Points
Up to 10 Points

Co-ordinated a response, recovery, activity, tasks, project
Manager, co-ordinator, officer, responder,
Changed a process or procedure
Partnership meetings, exercises
Chair, contributor, specific tasks and actions, specific role
Attendee

Up to 10 Points

Up to 10 points
Up to 5 points unless a specific role or
task or can show learning including
making changes to something they
do.
0 - 5 points can be given question not answered or understood no examples provided of actual achieving the
competence with regard to learning, participation, contribution, achievements, output. ie Attended exercise or
meeting.
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5- 10 points for each activity within a competence that evidences they have met the competence, by undertaking
an action, research, learning, leadership, consulted and collaborated, had a specific role, developed,
learned, changed something they do implemented an action, developed a product material.
STARE is a logical order to note evidence (Situation, Task, Action, Result, Evaluation) Perhaps think of this
as: specific examples demonstrating ‘depth’ of competence; and routineness demonstrating ‘weight’ of
competence. A detailed example of something done well may not be sufficient if it is not obvious that you have
done it more than once.
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The total from all section are added up and the final score required to achieve successful upgrade is a minimum of 500 points.
Two assessors from the membership and development group will assess each application.
If the assessor’s marks differ by more than 15% then a comparison exercise will be undertaken and the Chair of the group will be
asked to act as assess the application.
In the event of an appeal then the Director of Professional Standards and Learning and an assessor who has had no involvement
with the application will be asked to assess the application and the process undertaken.
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APPENDIX I Learning Pathway
Learning Pathway will be available following Launch in September.
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